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Abstract : This research is concerned with a guidance method for mobile ma-
nipulators preventing carrying objects from slipping on a mobile manipulator while
traveling. In this report, a new guidance method, in which translational and rota-
tional accelerations for preventing slip are determined by considering analytically a
mass and a position of a carrying object and friction forces, is proposed. In addi-
tion, it is shown that the our proposed method can navigate a mobile manipulator
without slipping of a carrying object through real experiments.
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1 Introduction

Mobile manipulators [1]-[5] are able to pro-
pel themselves around a working area and, unlike
floor-fixed manipulators, are able to operate over
a wide area. Basic functions of a mobile manipu-
lator are classified roughly as follows; (1)a trans-
porting function for a conveyance of objects, (2)a
detecting function of a self position/orientation,
(3)an operating function by a manipulator's hand.
Focussing on the transporting function (1), it is
generally known that navigating a mobile manip-
ulator to a destination accurately is difficult [6]-
[11], because a mobile manipulator travels under
nonholonomic constraints [12]. Therefore, it is re-
quired to correct a position/orientation of the mo-
bile manipulator while traveling in order to navi-
gate it along a desired trajectory.

On the other hand, the surface of a table at-
tached on a mobile manipulator for carrying ob-
jects should be flat, because an adjusted mech-
anism, which is for each shape of carrying ob-
jects for preventing them from slipping, restricts
the shapes of the objects. Then, motions of the
mobile manipulator's body while navigating cause
slipping motions of carrying objects, when forces
of inertia exerting the objects exceed static fric-
tion forces exerting them. Such slipping motions
produce a load shifting while traveling and a posi-
tioning error of the objects by a mounted manipu-
lator's hand at a operating point. In the present, a
guidance method preventing carrying objects from
slipping has not been proposed. The purpose of
this research is to construct a guidance method
preventing carrying objects from slipping for a mo-
bile manipulator. Even when gains in a guidance
controller which do not generate slipping motions
are obtained, the controller produces slipping mo-
tions when more traveling errors occur than pre-

liminary estimated errors caused by disturbances
due to unknown shape of traveling terrain. In ad-
dition, when gains are set as small for occurrences
of large unexpected traveling errors, the gains de-
crease performances of a guidance controller for
small traveling errors.

In the present paper, a guidance method which
restricts a present navigating quantity only when
the force/torque exerting objects at one past con-
trol period exceeds a static friction force is pro-
posed. In the method, navigating quantity not
generating a slipping motion is determined analyt-
ically by considering a mass of the carrying object,
a friction force between the object and a surface of
a table for transporting and a position of the ob-
ject on the table. The proposed method performs
a guidance control in a range of limited transla-
tional and rotational accelerations which do not
produce slipping motions. It is shown through
real experiments that the proposed method can
navigate a mobile manipulator with no slip of a
carrying object.

2 Guidance Method

2.1. Estimation of Position/Orientation

In the present paper, it is assumed that a trav-
eling plane is flat. A traveling motion of a mobile
robot; which is traveled and steered by two dif-
ferent driving wheels, in a two dimensional plane
shown in Fig. 1(a) is considered. In the figure,
Eiy is a world frame, ER2 is a frame of a mobile
robot, x and are positions of the origin of EM

referring to the origin of Ew, V, 0 and w are ve-

locity, rotational angle and angular velocity of the
center point between the two different wheels, re-

spectively. Let velocities of x and y be i and y,

equations of traveling of the mobile robot shown in
Fig. 1(a) are expressed by Eq.(1), respectively, on
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(a)Mobile robot (b)Kinematics
Fig. 1 Image of guidance control

the assumption of no slip between driving wheels
and a traveling plane.

z = - V sin O, y = V cos O, 0 =W (1)

Fig. 2 Photo of a mobile manipulator

2.2. Guidance Method

A guidance method using Eqs.(3) through (6)
is considered . A desired trajectory on a x-y plane
of EW is given by y(t) = f(x(t)). Desired values
of x, y and 0 at time izr on a desired trajectory
are expressed by xd, yd and 0d with the symbol" i

In addition , errors of the position/orientation
of the mobile robot while navigating are denoted
by Xe, Ye' and Oe which are expressed with a
frame on the desired trajectory and are obtained
by:

Then, a dead reckoning method is considered by
using x, y and 0 which are estimated in real time.
This method navigates the mobile robot by treat-
ing z, y and 0 as feedback information . The i, y
and 0 are estimated values of x , y and 0 calculated
by V and w which are estimated values of V and
w. Here, W T'M is a homogeneous matrix, which
expresses the position/orientation of Eiv referring

to Eye,, and the estimated value rvt' a t time iAr
is determined by:

w;,
TM =

cos O' -sin 0' 0 i'

sin 0' cos O' 0 y'

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

Xe cos Od sin 0d 0 xd :c'
Ye = - sin Od COS 0d 0

J

yd - V (8)

Oe 0 0 1 Od ©'

The equations of guidance [6] for the mobile robot,
using Xe, Ye and 0e are:

1 Ji+1 i 4 yV O=` dCOS e +kyYe (9)
(2)

wi+1 = wd + Vd (-k.,Xe + ke sin 0e') (10)

When Eq .(1) is integrated respect to time t cor-
rectly, accurate x, y and 0 are estimated. Thus,
Eq.(1) must be obtained within a control period
IT for real time control . Therefore, integrated
equations of Eq.(1) respect to time t are approxi-
mated by [11]:

z' = z'-1 - V'Orsin{0'-1 + (DO'/2)} (3)

+ V'ircos{0''1 + (AO'/2)} (4)

=0'_1+00'

A0' = w'Or

(5)

(6)

where Vd and wd are a desired traveling speed
and an angular velocity at time i0r, Vi+1 and

wi+r are a navigating traveling speed and an an-
gular velocity between time iAr and (i + 1)Ar,
k,x, ky and ke are the gains of the guidance con-
troller. Using this guidance control method given
by Eq.(9) and Eq.(10), Xi, Ye and 0e converge
to zero when dynamics of the mobile robot can
be ignored and the length of a traveling course is
infinite.

2.3. Kinematic Relationships of Guidance

Fig. 1(b) shows kinematic relationships be-
tween a desired value iVTMd, an actual value

W T'Nr and an estimated value W j' of the po-
sition/orientation of the mobile manipulator at
time ivr. 'Tj is a homogeneous matrix which
expresses the position/ orientation of EJ referring

to Ei. Using those values, an error OT^f of an
estimation, an inner error AT'G and an external

Here, DO' and V' are calculated actually by:

DO = (L' - L' )IT, (La + L' )/20r (7)

where L' = Kj Pj (j = L, R, Kj is a coefficient
and PJ is a pulse count) is a traveled distance of
the two driving wheels within Or and T is tread.
I ,VF

(6). at
time i0r is estimated by Egs.(3) through

.

error AT'yf of the guidance are defined by:

tVT' - IV T' A I
Md - M G (ii)

GvTMd = wT M'TM (12)

wTAf =
►vTMAi'

M (13)
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Fig. 4 Aerial view of an experiment

(a) Guidance control block

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Our Hardware

The error OTM of the estimation is described by
Eq.(14) using Egs.(11) through (13).

ATM = ATM (ATc)-r (14)

Here, the actual position/orientation and the es-
timated one are different. Then, it is necessary
to correct the difference when the mobile manip-
ulator reaches at a destination, i.e., before a next
guidance. Therefore, the position /orientation is
corrected by:

OTM1 = AT%1 ('TG) -r (15)

encoders and are inputted to a computer for the

guidance controller through a counter board. The

computer calculates an estimated value WTI

from Pt and Pj and determines control values
Vli+1 and w,+r to the each wheel. The desired

angular velocities Vi +r and wi+1 are inputted to

servo systems as desired volts through a D/A
board. Then, the DC motors run and the mo-
bile manipulator travels to a destination. In the
manipulator control block (b), the desired posture
of the mounted manipulator, which is for detect-

ing an error of the position/orientation of the mo-
bile manipulator at a destination, is inputted to
the controller for the mounted manipulator (Js-
2) through a I/O board. Then, the manipulator
moves to realize the posture.

where the symbol "0" denotes time of the be-
ginning of the guidance. AT,°yf is obtained by
a method shown in the following subsection and
LTG is given in the guidance controller. Then,

OTM is determined.

2.4. Detection of Position/Orientation

A method of detecting the position/orientation
of the mobile manipulator, in which a landmark

is set on the flat plane and a hand-eye camera
is faced to the plane vertically, is proposed in
References [4],[5]. An error ATM of the posi-
tion/orientation, which is described by a homo-
geneous matrix by using the method in the refer-
ences, is given by:

'- M = MOT60 60TCO'- Tc 6OTco MOT60r (16)

where MOT60 is a posture of a mounted ma-

nipulator, 60Tc0 is a relationship of the posi-
tion/orientation between a hand and a camera and
ATc is an error of the position/orientation of the
camera. From Eq.(16), ATM is obtained by de-
tecting A Tc.

3 Hardware

Fig. 2 shows a photo of our constructed mo-
bile manipulator and Fig. 3 shows a block di-
agram of the hardware. The mounted manipu-
lator is a robot (Js-2) made by Kawasaki heavy
industry and the mobile robot is made by acrylic
resin boards. The mobile robot is traveled and
steered by two different driving wheels, which are
driven by two DC motors through metallic chains.
In a guidance control block (a) of Fig.3, PL and
PP, which are pulse counts from the both driving
wheel at time period Ar, are detected by rotary

4 Gain Tuning

From preliminary traveling experiments, it is

obtained that ATM is a dominant parameter for

the occurrence of AT, and ATG is small while

navigating. OT,rf increases as the length of a, trav-

eling distance increases, because 4.Ti11 is an inte-

grated error of Eqs.(3) through (5). Thus, L T,,1,

which is obtained at a point for detecting a land-
mark, becomes maximum at a detecting point of
a landmark. Then, an output value of initial guid-
ance control is maximum just after a correction by
Eq.(15). In this section, gains k,,k0 and kg, which
are gains of the guidance controller in which forces
exerting to carrying objects do not exceed friction
forces exerting them, are considered.

4.1. Force/Torque Exerting Carrying Objects

By focusing on that carrying objects do not
move when a translational force fs and a torque

rs exerting the object are smaller than friction

forces exerting it, the gains of the guidance con-
troller are decided. A translational force fs and

a torque rs exerting the carrying object are given

by:

Is =msl W Psi (17)

rs=1IsW'as + Wws X (Is WWs)i (18)

where Tres is a mass of the carrying object, rr'Ps

and Is are a translational acceleration and an in-

ertia tensor of the carrying object, respectively,
W cas and W w.3 are an angular velocity and ac-

celeration exerting the carrying object, the sym-

bol " x" is a cross product of vector and the sym-
bol "I • I" is Euclid norm. In the present paper,
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only a rotational motion around 1V z axis is con-
sidered on the assumption of a flat plane, then
IV

Ws = [0, 0,WS,z ]T . Thus, II'WS X (Is W WS) = 0
and Eq.( 18) becomes Eq. (19) .

rs = IIS W L;;s I (19)

When the carrying object is stationary while trav-
eling, the translational acceleration WPs and the
angular acceleration wws of the object are calcu-
lated by:

IV Ps
= IV PM +W Wm X W Rm MPS

+ IvwAM X [W wmt x (WRw M P.s)](20)
1V IV
WS - - WM

where ivPmJ is a traveling acceleration, MPS is
a position of the object on the mobile manipulator
referring to EM, W Rmr is a. transformation ma-
trix of orientation between Ew and Emf. In addi-
tion, when n carrying objects exist on the mobile
manipulator, a maximum exerting force influences
to the object which locates at most far from the
origin of Emf. Therefore, Alps

is defined by:
Alps Al

Psi I max I Ar Psi I } (22)
i=l,...,n

Then, Is and rs are obtained by substitutinglv ps,
which is determined by Eqs.(20) through

(22), into Eqs.(17) and (19).

.4.2. Friction Force Exerting Carrying Objects

Next , W WfS,max and TS,ntax exerting a car-

rying object just before the beginning of that the
carrying object starts translational and rotational
motions are considered and are given by:

1VfS , max = -( IVfs / IWfs1 ) lLinsg (23)

IV TS,max = [0, 0,
f

Af f rds]7'
s

(24)

where p is a static friction coefficient, ,q is a grav-
itational acceleration, r is a distance between a

center of the carrying object and a minute area
cis, A f f is a friction force at ds. When the
force/torque exerting the carrying object exceeds
the above mentioned IV f

S,max and W TS,max, the
object occurs translational and rotational slip mo-
tions. Thus, the` force/torque in Eqs.(23) and
(24) is expressed with the symbol "max" and the

force/torque is a maximum admissible exerting
force/torque. Therefore, when Is and Ts given
by Eqs.(17) and (19) satisfy Eq.(25), the carrying

bo ject do not slip.

< IV
fS I J S, maxi, TS IVTS,max

I

4.3. Determination of Gains

A range of error of the guidance is exam-
ined in order to determine predictive initial er-
rors which are important parameters of decid-
ing gains of the guidance controller. Fig. 4
shows an aerial view of an experiment. A de-
sired trajectory is given straightly (0, 0) to (0,

Yd) along Ivy axis . In addition, a desired travel-
ing speed Vd is determined as a trapezoid pattern,
which is; (1)Vd=aiAr when a speedup section
(0 < y' < Lace, Lacc = icons, /2ce), (2)Vd=Veonat
when a constant section (Lac. < y', Lacc < LR,

Ltt = Yd - y'), (3)Vd=Vconat LR/Lacc 2aLR
when a slowdown section (L^ < Lac.), where
Vconst is a constant traveling speed, Lac. is a trav-
eling distance for speedup and slowdown, LR is a
remained distance referring to a desired position
Yd. In addition, n is an acceleration of the mobile
manipulator and determined by cr=Vconst/{Td -

(Yd /Vcons t) } .

The mobile manipulator traveled (a) to (b) with
the desired traveling speed in condition that an
initial error was not inputted, i.e., Xei=Y`=Oi-O.- - -
Then, mean values of traveling errors, which are
obtained by repeated travels, were Xeo=-0.012
in, Yeo=-0.016 in and oeo=0.856 deg. From the
result, gains kv = 0.07, kx = 0.006, kg = 0.25,
which do not produce slip motions of a carrying
object, were obtained.

(21)

5 Guidance Method with Limits

5.1. Traveling Condition for Preventing Slip

A method, in which the mobile manipulator
is navigated by decreasing traveling translational
and angular accelerations when exerting forces to
a carrying object exceed static friction forces ex-
erting it, is considered. Equations (17), (19) and
(25) lead: I

It
PSI Ifs,max (26)

IIVWSI = IWS,zj <TS,max/IS,Z (27)

where IS,, is an inertia moment of the carrying

object around n'z axis. Substituting I I4'Psj of
Eq.(20) into Eq.(26), conditions that the carrying
object do not slip while traveling are described by
Eqs.(27) and (28).

lj°+2(W^s-W^JS)V 1 C < IfS, rnaxl /rn3 (28)

where A'Ps = [xs, ys, zs]T , c = V, o2 + ((,12 +

w4)(xs + ys) + 2V0(W2xs + wys)•

5.2. Recalculation of Control Output Values

Here, in order to evaluate output values of
a guidance control, a control translational speed
1/"+' and a control angular velocity w'+1 obtained

by Eqs.(9) and (10) are called infinite translational
speed and angular velocity of a guidance control
and are rewritten as hli+1 and w'+', respectively.

When V1'+1 and w^+1 are outputted by suppos-
ing no limits of translational and angular acceler-
ations, approximate command values of the trans-

•i+1
lational acceleration Vc and the angular accel-
eration w,+^ at next _Ar are written as:

(25)

-l^' •i+1 -, i+1_-i
=V c

A7 - c ' LET

i+1

c (29)

where l 1,' and wc' are one past sampling values.
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Fig. 5 Results of Experiment

.i+1 •i+1
By using those Ve and We , new commands

i+1
of the translational acceleration Ve and the an-

gular acceleration we+1 are calculated in the fol-

lowing subsections.

5.2.1. Limit of Angular Accelerations

The W,+1 determined by Eq.(29) when a carry-
ing object does not occur slip is:

WS,max
i+1 _ •i+1

We - We

WS,min

•i+1

(Wo > S,max)
'i+l

(-WS,max We
°i+1

(We < WS,min)

limit Vnxin are obtained by solving Eq.(28) for V

and are:

Vrnax = -xsWc
+ l

+ ys(CJc+1)2 + (32)

.i+1 (i+l ) 2 - V D (33)Vmin = -xSWc + 'YS We

2 2 i+1 i+1 2
b = (fs,rnax/m' s) - 2xsysWc (W )

i i 2 2' i+1 2 2 i+1 4
-(V D) - US(WC ) - xS(we )

WS,max) (30)

where Ws,max and W5,min are an upper and a lower
limits of an angular acceleration exerting the car-
rying object. WWsmax and WS,min are a boundary of
ws,Z obtained by Eq.(27) and Ws,min = -WS,max.
A new guidance control output angular velocity

We+1 is determined by Eq.(31) using the w'C+1. The
C,)'+' is a command of angular velocity with a limit
of angular acceleration.

We+1 _ we+1L1r+Wi (31)

5.2.2. Limit of Translational Accelerations

When a translational acceleration V of a mobile
manipulator exists between two solutions Vmin
and V, ,,,, a carrying object does not slip, and
otherwise , when V exceeds ' njax or V,,,i0, the ob-
ject slips . Mere, an upper limit Vnax and a lower

1^ ' 2b 3b

Time (s)

(e)wc(free)

-2V'0`lxs(W^+1)2 + ySWc+l} (34)

where an angular velocity w and an angular accel-
eration Lb are we and we obtained by the previous
subsection, respectively.

A command of translational acceleration which
does not slip the carrying object using the above

equations is given by:

i+1

(Ve > V"'-x)
i+1

(Vmin lac Vmax)
i+1

(Ve < in,i

(35)

A new guidance control output velocity V11,'i+1 is

' °+l ii+icalculated by Eq.(36) using the Ve The Le
is a command of traveling speed with a limit of a

translational acceleration.

i+1
L1 T + [ ^i+ 1 = v,



6 Experiments

The validity of the proposed guidance method
is evaluated through real experiments. The de-
sired traveling course is same as the course shown
in Fig. 4 used in Subsection 4.3. The gains were
set as kx=0.007, ky=0.0006, k0=0.025. The initial
errors were set as X° = -0.10 m, Y° = -0.02
m and 0° = 0.0 deg, which are larger than the
obtained errors in Subsection 4.3, i.e., the unex-
pected larger errors. The trapezoid pattern of

desired traveling speed was set as V,,,,,t = 0.06
m/s, Td = 40 s and a = 9.0 x 10-3 m/s. In
addition, IWfsn,a,l = fs,,nax = 1.12 N and

IWTS,rnaxl = TS,m.ax = 0.6 x 10-3 Nm were ob-
tained through preliminary experiments.

Figs. 5 (a) and (c) show w-, and V, which
are translational and rotational accelerations of
the mobile manipulator without limits of acceler-
ations. The figures show that those accelerations
became large at the beginning of the guidance con-
trol. In contrast, it is shown in (b) and (d) that

the limited accelerations w, and V, did not exceed
upper and lower maximum value by setting lim-
its for each values . In (e), w, changed on a large
scale at the beginning of guidance around 1 s and
then converged to zero, in which accelerations are
not limited . On the other hand, w, oscillated till
5 s and then converged to zero in (f) with a limit.
Fig. 5 (g) shows the traveling speed V, with no
limit and shows that a traveling speed changed on
a large scale at the beginning of the guidance con-
trol till 1 s and corresponded to the desired speed
with vibrations . However , in (h) with a limit, V,,
oscillated till 3 s and then corresponded to the de-
sired speed . The close-up of V,; and VV at 0 to 5
s is shown in (i). The figure indicates that the VV
oscillated comparing the V. Fig . 5(j) shows the
response of a head angle of the mobile manipulator
and (k ) shows the close-up at 0 to 10 s. From 0)
and (k ), it is shown that a head angle with limits
changed slower than that with no limits. Fig.5(1)
shows that the traveled trajectory with limits and
that with no limits were approximately same.

Isom the above results , the validity of the pro-
posed method was shown . In addition , the mobile
manipulator traveled with no slip of a carrying
object using the proposed guidance method even
when unexpected initial errors are given.

7 Conclusions

In the present paper,

(1) We proposed the guidance control method in
which control translational and angular accel-
erations to the mobile manipulator are lim-
ited in order to make exerting forces to a
carrying object from traveling translational
and angular accelerations be less than friction
forces exerting the object.

(2) It is shown that the mobile manipulator trav-
eled with no slip of a carrying object through
real experiments by using the proposed con-
trol method.
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